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Vasiliev's method (¥asiliev, 1963) for the construction f linear and 
nonlinear, single rror-correcting binary perfect codes is ~eneralized 
to every prime power q. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The mathematical theory of coding has become popular in the last 15 
years. Most of the results up to 1961 are available in Peterson (1961). 
More recent developments are cited in Assmus and Mattson (1967) and 
Roos (1965). 
Let us review only the results which are most relevant for our purpose. 
For the corresponding definitions, ee the next section. 
Linear single-error-correcting perfect binary codes have been intro- 
duced by Hamming (1950); the possibility of generalizing them was 
mentioned by Golay (1949). Shapiro and Slotnick (1959) constructed 
the q-nary analogs to Hamming codes; they even assumed that no other 
(i.e. nonlinear) perfect codes exist. This assumption was disproved by 
Vasiliev (1963). His alternative construction ofbinary perfect codes also 
leads to nonlinear ones. 
We will extend Vasiliev's results to the q-nary case, q being an arbitrary 
prime power. The construction is simply by induction. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND KNOWN ~ESULTS 
Let q be a power of a prime and let x~ (i = 1, 2, • • • , n) be elements 
of the Galois field GF(q). Denote by V~ the vector space of n-vectol~ 
over GF(q). A code is a subset Cn of V~. If C~ is a subspace on V~ the 
code C~ is called linear. 
The:distance between two vectors is the number of the nonzero corn- 
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ponents of their difference. The distance between a vector v and the 
vector zero is called the weight of ~ and is denoted by w(v). 
8 n Let S. = { ~} ~=0 be the set of vectors in V= having at most a single 
nonzero component; so = 0 the vector zero. If  for every c, ~' E C, and 
s, s' E S, c -4- s = c' ~ s' ~ c = c' and s= s', the code C. is said to  be 
single-error-correcting. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a code to have this property is 
that the distance between two different vectors of C, is => 3. 
If, moreover, for every v E V, there exist c E C, and s E S~ so that 
v = c -}- s, C, is called perfect. 
Denote by I A ] the number of elements of the set A. Clearly 1 S~I = 
(q - 1)n -t- 1. If C, is perfect, l S~] must divide q" and therefore for 
some m 
n -q '~- I  and ]C~I= =q 
q-  1 n (q - 1) + 1 
Conversely if
q'~-- 1 = qn-~ 
n= IC l 
q- - l '  
and:C~ is single error correcting, it is perfect. 
DEFINITION. Let v~ = (x~l, xi2, . "  , x~.), i = 1, 2, . . .  , q -- 1 be 
arbitrary n-vectors over GF(q) and let a~ ( i  = 1, 2, . . . ,  q - 1) be the 
nonzero elements of GF(q) in a fixed but arbitrary order. The geaeral- 
ize4 parity function p{v~} of the set {v~} is 
q--1 ~ 
~1 . r~ l  
THEOREM. I f  q is a power of a prime and m an integer > 2, then for 
every 
q -I 
n- -  
q- -1  
there exist linear and nonlinear, single-error-correcting, q-nary perfect codes. 
Proof. (Our proof will be constructive and by induction on m.) For 
m = 2, we assume the existence of a linear, single-error-correcting, per- 
fect q-nary code, ~ 
1 The restriction m > 2 is used in the proof only in the nonlinear case. Thus, the 
assumed code for m = 2 may also be constructed by the given method. Starting 
with m =- 1, CL = {0} is a (trivial) linear, single error-correcting, perfect, q-nary 
code, and Clv with N = q A- 1 is the required code. 
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We will show that if we have already constructed for m = M a linear 
code with the needed properties, we are able to construct such linear and 
nonlinear codes for m = M + 1. 
Let C= be a linear, single-error-correcting perfect code with elements 
0 = C0 ,C l~ " ' "  ~Cs--1 ~ 
q~ - -  1 q,~--M 
n-  ; l e v i = s =  • 
q- -1  
Let v~ (i = 1, 2, . . .  , q -- 1) and p{v~} as in the above definition and let 
f ( c )  be a vector function defined on C~ ~th  values in GF(q) , f (O)  = O. 
Now define C~ as 
{( ))} C~ = Vs , v2 , " . "  , vq -1 ,  c + vi , p{v~} + f (c  
where each vi E V,  and c C C~. 
N, the number of components of vectors in C~ is N = nq -{- 1 = 
(qM+1 -- 1 ) / (q -  1). The number of vectors in CN is ]CN] = qn(q-I) X 
q~-M = qN--~--~. Therefore if C~ is single-error-correcting, it must be 
perfect. 
We will prove that CN is single-error-correcting by showing that the 
distance between two different vectors of C~ is ~ 3. 
Let ~/and u' be two different vectors of C~ ; thus 
u= v l ,v2 , . . .  , vq - l , c+ v i ,p{v i}  +] (c  
i ,=l  
U t r C r r i ~-  Y l  J I ,v~, . . .  ,v~-~, + v, ,p{v~ } +. f (c '  
We have to show that w(  u - u ' )  > 3. 
I ! ! 
Denote w(v l  - -  vl , v~ - -  v~ , . . .  , vq_l - -  v~- l )  by W1, 
C p w c -- + ~ l (v l  -- vi') by W~ 
and w(p{v i l  - p{v(I + f ( c )  - f (c ' )  ) by W3. Then w(u - u ' )  = 
W1 + W~ + Ws. 
If W1 > 3, there is nothing to prove. If W1 = O, W2 = w(c  - c ' )  >= 3. 
! 
Suppose, first, W1 = 1. If c # c, then w(c -- c') >_- 3 and therefore 
! 
W: >= 2; hence W1 + W~ > 3 and the assertion is proved. If  c = c,  
then W~ = 1 andW3 = w(p{v i}  - p{vi '}) - - -  1;hence W1 + W~ + W~ = 3 
and again w(u - -  u ' )  > 3. 
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Suppose, finally, W1 = 2. This situation can occur only if or for some 
k, 1 <= k <= q - 1, W(Vk -- Vk/) = 2or fo rsomepa i rk~j  
w(vk - vk') = w(v j  - v / )  = 1. (1 )  
I n  the first case W2 => 1, hence W~ + W2 > 3. In  the secoad case, if 
? l 
c ~ c,  again W~ => 1. I f  c = c,  we prove that  
W~ = W~ = 0 (2)  
is impossible. Indeed (1) means that  for some g and some ~, both be- 
tween 1 and n, 
! I 
Xk,--Xkg ~0 and xs~- -x j ,  ~0  (3) 
but (2) implies that  
fx , ,  - x ; ,  + xj .  - x;~ = o 
! t 
~.,~,(z~. - x~.) + ,~i(xj~ - x i . )  = o 
which implies 
(~  - ~ i ) (x~ - x~)  = 0 
and this contradicts (3) because ak ~ aj  unless k = j. 
Since C, is linear, it contains the zero vector, so CN also contains the 
zero vector. Therefore, C~ will be linear or nonlinear according as f (c )  is 
linear or nonlinear. Q .E .D .  
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